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Matchmaking from onset to conclusion

Specifically for Single Professionals 40plus
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online dating, engaging a matchmaker provides a secure
and structured way of increasing real relationship
opportunities with lifestyle equals, who, like you are
ready for a loving and committed relationship. 
 
Matchmaker's screen and vet a clients introductions
asking many questions that are rarely, if ever covered in
real life first dates. 
 
We cover family background, lifestyle, work demands to
relationship and dating history, to discover if any
relationship patterns have evolved that may present
emotional roadblocks and what the longest relationship
they have had.

The benefits of a matchmaker



Why Choose
Rhodes Harvey
Introductions?

Because our service is truly 100% bespoke. We are not an
off the peg service where clients become part of a name in a
data-base. Every client is an individual with their own
unique history, experiences and relationship goals. As such;
every client has their own partner search tailored around
their own criteria, and key elements personal to them from
onset to conclusion.  
 
We spend time getting to know our clients, we observe, ask
questions but mostly listen to ensure we translate our
clients criteria into reality. We include a clients relationship
goal to two way match with matches who have the same
relationship goal, vital for success. Key elements, such as
interests, lifestyle, personality type, and anything else
important to the client.
 
If marriage is the ultimate goal, we state marriage. This
ensures we do not bring forward matches that do not
mirror our clients romantic goals... THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE

IS TO CREATE IT - ABRAHAM LINCOLN



Why choose a
private search
service?
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If you're someone who is individually minded, perhaps someone
who requires a high level anonymity, whether due to the
background you stem from or a high profile career, a private
search is confidential. If you're someone who values uniqueness
and avoids the mainstream at all times, then a private search is as
far from the mainstream as you'll ever find!
 
A private search is custom tailored, designed solely around you;
similar to creating a bespoke item from a blank canvas, hand
crafted from beginning to end, where every last detail is unique
to you, and you only. Jill the owner works with every client
personally throughout their service period, guaranteeing
continuity and an exceptional personal experience. All factors
about you and your relationship goal are incorporated into your
search, so you receive the most personalized and comprehensive
search. 
 
In contrast to a private search, membership/data base services
are little more than a production line of names being circulated
over and over again, regardless of who you are, everyone buys
into the same service, and you are just one of many recipients of
the same approach. 

 



SEARCH, SCREEN AND SELECT

 We search, screen, select and two-way match our clients, based
on their partner criteria and the five core elements considered in
relationship psychology, to provide the most stable and
compatible foundations for a long term relationship. 
 
We are the only UK introductions agency to provide a partner
match guarantee based on a clients partner criteria and
relationship goal, opposed to blanket random numbers. 
 
Our Partner Match™ guarantee includes, a similar socio-economic
family background, education, core values, lifestyle and financial
stability. We guarantee to reach at least 80% of all criteria before
we present introductions, ensuring clients receive the most
compatible matches. 
 
 



 We offer flexible and fixed fee payment options enabling clients to choose the most suitable level and
process for them. With the flexible option, there is only a "one" time joining fee, where you choose
when searches are placed over a 3 month period. This option is popular with clients who need to
travel for work frequently, reside out of the UK for 3-4 months at a time or plan a long holiday. This
means searches are only placed at a optimum time for a client. 
 
Bespoke Match (Classic Flexible)  One-off joining fee of £4000 followed by monthly installments of
£495, minimum 3 month commitment; thereafter you can dip in and out as you please over a 12
month period, of a minimum of 3 months each time as this is for your own private searches. 
 
 Bespoke Match (One-Off Fixed Fee) Three levels, Elite, Premier and Prestige from £6000, each level
provides a different number of private searches (5,7,10) you choose which of the 3 levels suits you
most.  This is a fixed search period of 6 months. No ongoing monthly fees.
 
Secure Vetting: Our vetting process is thorough and secure, including ID documentation
verification, single status checks, proof of divorce or separation, and relationship history. We believe
a first introduction should have the right ambiance,  be fuss free, exciting. So we don't send our
clients on coffee dates. We act as go between, arranging times, dates and venues, leaving you to relax
and enjoy the whole experience..  

Our Service Fees
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ONCIERGE DATE PLANNING FOR EVERY CLIENT
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80-85% Overall success rate to date



What's Next

info@rhintroductions.co.uk 

If you're ready to take those first few steps,
to open up new partner opportunities to
meet like minded people..We can help you!.


